We consider SU(N) Yang-Mills theory with massless chiral fermions in a complex representation of the gauge group. The main emphasis is on the so-called hybrid ψχη model. The possible patterns of realization of the continuous chiral flavor symmetry are discussed. We argue that the chiral symmetry is broken in conjunction with a dynamical Higgsing of the gauge group (complete or partial) by bi-fermion condensates. As a result a color-flavor locked symmetry is preserved. The 't Hooft anomaly matching proceeds via saturation of triangles by massless composite fermions or, in a mixed mode, i.e. also by the "weakly" coupled fermions associated with dynamical Abelianization, supplemented by a number of Nambu-Goldstone mesons. Gaugesinglet condensates are of the multifermion type and, though it cannot be excluded, the chiral symmetry realization via such gauge invariant condensates is more contrived (requires a number of four-fermion condensates simultaneously and, even so, problems remain), and less plausible. We conclude that in the model at hand, chiral flavor symmetry implies dynamical Higgsing by bifermion condensates.
Introduction and discussion
The pattern of the chiral symmetry breaking (χSB) in QCD with N f massless Dirac flavors is well-known. χSB occurs at strong coupling. The main tool for its analysis is matching the 't Hooft triangles [1] , combined with the large-N limit and the fact that the singlet axial current is internally anomalous. Applying these tools one concludes that the global symmetry SU f (N) × SU f (N) × U(1) is broken down to the vector subgroup SU f (N) × U(1) with N 2 f − 1 Nambu-Goldstone (NG) particles which saturate 't Hooft's anomaly matching conditions. Some models with the chiral fermions were explored in the past [2] [3] [4] . We will focus on a G c = SU(N) gauge theory with Weyl fermions Ψ in a complex representation of G c , and without scalars. The main emphasis is put on the so-called hybrid ψχη model suggested 2012 in [5] which was argued to be planar equivalent to super-Yang-Mills. The pattern of χSB in this model has not been studied previously as well as its interrelation with the planar equivalence. We will also comment on the ψη and χη models discussed previously [3, 4] in the context of the Fradkin-Shenker continuity [6] , for a recent perspective see [7] . This continuity states that if the order parameter is the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of an operator in the fundamental representation of the gauge group, then there are no separate Higgs or confinement phases. A single Higgs/confinement phase exists in this case, with a crossover from a Higgs picture to the confinement picture, with no phase transition. In fact, the Fradkin-Shenker concept requires a qualification which is much less known than the concept itself. This is the reason why the χη model is characterized by a single Higgs/confinement phase while the ψη model has two distinguishable phases with a phase transition on the way. We will discuss this issue in Sec. 5 .
Our results in the ψη and χη models are essentially the same as obtained in [3, 4] . Our nomenclature is as follows (see also Fig. 1 ):
(i) ψχη model suggested in [5] . This model has SU(N) c gauge symmetry and the fermion sector consisting of the left-handed fermion matter fields
where ψ {ij} is a two-index symmetric representation of SU(N) c , χ [ij] is an antiantisymmetric tensor, and we have eight anti-fundamental fields η A i . The index i belongs to SU(N) c while A to the chiral flavor G f = SU(8) f symmetry. All spinor fields above (i.e. ψ, χ and η) are represented by undotted Weyl spinors.
(ii) χη model. The gauge group is SU(N) c while the fermion sector is composed of χ [ij] ,η i, A , (A = 1, 2, . . . , N − 4) .
The flavor symmetry of the model is SU(N − 4) f × U(1).
(iii) ψη model. The gauge group is SU(N) c . The fermion sector includes
The flavor symmetry of the model is SU(N + 4) f × U(1).
The theory (i) on which we focus is asymptotically free, so that the interactions become strong in the infrared, but no gauge-invariant bifermion scalar condensates are possible. It possess a nontrivial chiral symmetry G f = SU (8) ; the requirement that G f is either spontaneously broken (entailing the Nambu-Goldstone mesons) or realized linearly in the infrared, combined with the 't Hooft matching, is so strong that it allows us to determine the most likely dynamical χSB pattern.
Even though gauge-singlet condensates of different types, such as four-fermion composites, ∼ Ψ 4 ,Ψ 2 Ψ 2 or bifermion condensates with gauge fields (such asΨGΨ, ΨGGΨ, etc.), are in principle possible in the case at hand, the 't Hooft matching in the linear realization cannot be achieved. As to the Nambu-Goldstone (NG) realizations, they appear to be highly contrived and, moreover, the NG bosons couplings to the appropriate flavor currents is hard to organize.
The other possibility of gauge-singlet composite massless fermions, which, for example, is long known to be a viable solution in the χη and ψη models [3, 4] , is highly improbable for the ψχη model. Saturating the flavor G f = SU(8) would in fact require order N composite fermions all to remain massless, and this is very unlikely in the absence of an SU(N) symmetry in the IR.
In view of the above we explore the bifermion gauge-noninvariant condensates ∼ Ψ 2 in the hybrid ψχη model Higgsing the gauge symmetry (more exactly, a part of it). One of the bi-fermion condensates is due to an operator in the fundamental representation, to which the Fradkin-Shenker continuity applies. However, an important role belongs to another operator, in the adjoint representation, which leads to dynamical Abealization. Figure 1 gives a schematic representation of the various irreducibly chiral theories at large N in which both N ψ and N χ can go up to 5 without loss of asymptotic freedom. The number of fundamentals η or anti-fundamentalη is then fixed in order to cancel the gauge anomaly. The closed circles mark the prototypes models disussed above. Apart from a few exceptions where gauge invariant composite fermions can saturate the anomaly, as for (N ψ , N χ ) = (1, 0), (2, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), most theories of this class require, as the most plausible solution of the anomaly matching, the dynamical Higgsing by bifermion gauge-noninvariant condensates.
One might suspect that the analysis of the above models (especially the ψχη model) phrased in terms of the gauge non-invariant condensates at strong coupling carries an ambiguity in contradistinction with, say, the Higgs mechanism at weak coupling. We want to emphasize that this is just a technically convenient language which in fact implies physically clear-cut and absolutely unambiguous predictions for measurable quantities in the infrared domain. The crucial prediction following from our consideration of the ψχη model is the existence in the physical spectrum of the theory ∼ N massless "photons", in addition to an appropriate number of the massless fermions (having in essence the quantum numbers of quarks) which saturate the 't Hooft triangles. Thus our solution of the ψχη model is distinctly different from the previous considerations of chiral QCD based on the presumption that only two options are possible in the massless sector: either massless Nambu-Goldstone mesons or fine-tuned baryons. Our solution which goes under the code name of Dynamical Abelization predicts the emergence of the Coulomb phase (for N > 12 the Coulomb phase is mixed with the "confinement" phase). This is a qualitative difference and a new way to achieve the 't Hooft matching. Although it might be very difficult, it would be of paramount importance to check this result in lattice calculations.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the ψχη model, the main subject of our studies. In Sec. 3 we argue that the suggested solution of the ψχη model, which, generally speaking, leads to Abelianization of the gauge group, is preferred while other solutions are unlikely. In Secs. 4 and 5 we briefly comment on the χη and ψη models emphasizing the Fradkin-Shenker continuity between two regimes of the joint confinement/Higgs phase. In Sec. 7 the standard Maximal Attraction Channel (MAC) arguments are summarized.
ψχη model
The ψχη model is asymptotically free, with the first coefficient of the beta function
The global symmetry of the model is
where U 1,2 are anomaly-free combinations out of U ψ , U χ , U η , which can be taken e.g., as
The discrete symmetry
is a subgroup of anomaly-free discrete N +2 ⊗ N −2 ⊗ 8 , which do not belong to
There are two fermion bilinear condensates,
and
which, we assume, play the crucial role in the dynamics. The first one is in the fundamental representation of the gauge group, while the second is in the adjoint.
(Partial) Color-flavor locking
the flavor SU (8) is spontaneously broken, and so is the SU (8) Now we will argue that the system must develop also the condensate in the adjoint representation of the form,
where
and d i 's are assumed to be all distinct, and different either from a or b. As we will see shortly, the integer parameter p = 12 where we assume for the time being that N ≥ 12. Smaller values of N are discussed at the end of this subsection. The symmetry breaking pattern is
The U(1) 2 factor on the left-hand side of (13) corresponds to the two non-anomalous U 1,2 (1) symmetries of (6) . If the condensates (10) and (11) are both nonvanishing, the anomaly-free symmetries U 1,2 (1) are both spontaneously broken. 1 It is known [6] that if the order parameter is in the fundamental representation and can completely Higgs the SU (N ) c gauge group there is no phase transition between the Higgs and confinement regimes; they both represent a single Higgs/confinement phase with a crossover somewhere between weak and strong coupling. In this section this is irrelevant, but we will return to a more detailed discussion of this point later.
2 Unlike what happens in the reduced χη model in Section 4, here the flavor U 1,2 (1) cannot mix with some Cartan subgroup of SU (N ) to form a new unbroken "flavor" U (1) group(s).
The factor U(1)
N −p+1 on the right-hand side of Eq. (13) represents the unbroken Cartan subgroups of SU(N − p) times two more SU(N) Cartan subalgebras, which can be taken, e.g., as
Let us denote the indices from SU(p − 8) by bars. Then all gluons with unbarred indices (except those from the Cartan subalgebra of SU(N − 8)) get masses. We have no confinement for unbarred indices. It is only SU(p − 8) that truly confines. Most of the fermions are unconfined. We could reach the triangle saturationà la 't Hooft as follows.
Let us consider "baryons" -massless (by assumption) fermion states which are constructed from condensates and the η fields,
transforming in the symmetric representation of SU (8) cf , which can be achieved by an appropriate spin index convolution, and
The former is a symmetric tensor of SU (8) (8) 3 triangle anomaly. We observe that the sum of the contributions from B {AB} andB
which perfectly saturates the 't Hooft anomaly matching for SU (8) 3 if and only if p = 12.
The symmetry breaking pattern (13) is, therefore,
It is easy to see that the overall rank of the gauge factors on the right-hand side is N − 1, i.e. exactly the same as in the left-hand side. Since the anomaly-free global U(1) 2 symmetries on the left-hand side of (18) are both broken by the condensates (10) and (11) we need not worry about the U(1)-SU(8) 2 or U(1) 3 triangles. There must exist two NG bosons associated with these non-anomalous U(1)'s, which are presumably the phases of the condensates (10) and (11) . The condensates take the form
The theory dynamically Abelianizes (in part). SU(8) ⊂ SU(N) is completely Higgsed but due to color-flavor (partial) locking no NG bosons appear in this sector (the would-be NG bosons make the SU(8) ⊂ SU(N) gauge bosons massive.) Only SU(4) ⊂ SU(N) remains unbroken and confining. The remainder of the gauge group Abelianizes. The baryonsB
and B {AB} , symmetric in the flavor indices, 3 remain massless and together saturate the 't Hooft anomaly matching condition for SU (8) .
Actually, it is possible that the color-flavor locking occurs with split SU(8) cf . If φ iA takes the form,
and φ i j is the same as before, the pattern (18) is replaced by
3 If the massless B {AB} were antisymmetric in (A ↔ B), they would contribute 8 − 4 = 4 to the SU (8) anomaly. We would then need N − 4 massless fermions of the formB All various triangle anomalies associated with i SU(A i ) cf × U(1) cf are seen to be fully saturated by the massless baryons B {AB} and weakly coupledB A j 's. 4 In this case, there are massless NG bosons associated with symmetry breaking,
Thus we found possible dynamical scenarios for our system, (18) or (22). They differ in details of color-flavor locked symmetries, but both hinge upon a partial color-flavor diagonal symmetry and a (partial) dynamical Abelianization of the gauge symmetry. They collaborate to realize correctly the anomalies associated with the original flavor symmetry SU(8).
Clearly, however, these solutions are possible only for N ≥ 12. For smaller N we might resort to the the idea that the color-flavor locked global symmetry occurs in a smaller block. It is tempting then to consider the symmetry breaking pattern
with M < 8 (and, of course, M ≤ N), in other words, to assume the ψη condensate of the form,
Actually, it can be easily checked that the fermions B {AB} andB A j cannot saturate the anomalies SU(M) One is left with the possibility of full Abelianization as the only dynamical scenario for N < 12.
Full Abelianization
Another option, which so far is the only viable one left for N smaller than 12, is that no color-flavor locking takes place ( φ iA = 0). The flavor symmetry remains unbroken:
The gauge group dynamically Abelianizes completely. The fields η A i are all massless and weakly coupled (only to the gauge bosons from the Cartan subalgebra which we will refer to as the photons; they are infrared free) in the infrared, together with the N − 1 photons. The anomaly matching is trivial.
Remarks
We are unable, for general large N, to decide which of the dynamical scenarios (18), (22) or (26) is actually realized. They represent a few possible dynamical scenarios, with color-flavor locking and (partial) dynamical Abelianization, which produce some massless baryon-type composites fermions, together with weakly coupled η fields associated with the Abelianization. It is interesting that in some other chiral theories (discussed in Sections 4 and 5), there is no Abelianization.
Abelianization is a ubiquitous phenomenon in N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories, where scalar fields in the adjoint representation are present in the UV, and the perturbative potential has flat directions so that φ adjoint = 0 at a general point on the vacuum moduli space. Even though appealing, however, it seems to be highly unlikely that the Seiberg-Witten duality [8] (the low-enegy degrees of freedom are the magnetic monopoles and dyons, the associated gauge groups being dual, magnetic U(1) N −1 's) can be realized dynamically in our model, in view of absence of the flat directions. The strength of the effective adjoint scalar condensate in our case is of the order of Λ 3 . The associated fermions η A i now interact only with the U(1) fields, and thus become weakly coupled in the infrared. Somewhat analogous phenomena in N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories would be the rather trivial cases of quark singularities at large values of adjoint scalar vacuum expectation values (VEV's).
Planar equivalence
The ψχη model was argued [5] to be planar equivalent to N = 1 super-Yang-Mills theory (SYM). The arguments were based on the assumption that both theories are realized in the confining regime. Since, as we see, the ψχη model is realized in the Higgs regime (full or partial Higgsing) the planar equivalence fails. One can present an alternative consideration demonstrating the failure of the planar equivalence between SYM and the Armoni-Shifman model [5] . This consideration follows the line of reasoning of [9] .
If we analyze both theories on a cylinder R 3 ×S 1 with r(S 1 ) ≪ Λ −1 we will discover that for SYM theory the N center symmetry of SU(N) c is preserved, implying a smooth transition to r(S 1 ) ≫ Λ −1 and confinement in the R 4 limit. The SYM theory is C symmetric, and C invariance is not spontaneously broken [9, 10] . At the same time, the Armoni-Shifman model [5] explicitly breaks P and C invariances, its Lagrangian preserves only CP . Moreover, its vacuum structure is completely different from that of SYM and is characterized by broken N center symmetry of SU(N) c [12] . The statement of N isolated vacuum states in SYM is also not inherited by the ψχη model because of the NG boson (see also (7)).
Why chiral symmetry breaking patterns without Higgsing are disfavored
Let us return to the ψχη model discussed in Sec. 2 and analyze the chiral SU (8) symmetry under the assumption that the gauge SU(N) symmetry is not Higgsed, completely or partially, and the theory is realized in the confinement regime similar to that of QCD. The simplest option is that no fermion condensates are formed and SU (8) f remains unbroken. Then we will have to match SU(8) 
Related NG excitations must be (derivatively) coupled to the current
Note, however, that the condensate (27) is purely real and therefore does not break two anomaly-free U(1) chiral symmetries. The condensate (27) if existed would break SU(8) f → U(1) 7 . These U(1) factors are the Cartan subalgebra of SU (8) f , not to be confused with with the anomaly-free U(1) chiral symmetries of the type U(1) η + C 1 U(1) ψ and U(1) η + C 2 U(1) χ (here C 1,2 are numerical constants).
To break the flavor symmetry completely, we must add another condensates, e.g.
However, the symmetries U(1) η + C 1 U(1) ψ and U(1) η + C 2 U(1) χ mentioned above remain unbroken. This means that the triangle diagrams due to these symmetries must be matchedà la 't Hooft by saturating them by massless baryons, for instance, ψηη. Again, the matching does not seem possible at arbitrary N.
Finally, a chiral four-fermion condensate
could break both nonanomalous U(1) symmetries, but not SU (8): it does not affect the possible mechanism of realization of the chiral SU(8) symmetries at low energies. All in all, the dynamical Higgs mechanism by formation of gauge-dependent bifermion condensates discussed in the previous sections appears to be the most natural way of realizing the chiral flavor symmetries at low energies, in the class of models considered in the present paper.
χη model
In this and the subsequent section (Sec. 5) we will discuss the χη and ψη models. These two models were thoroughly studied in [3, 4] with the conclusion that the chiral symmetry is unbroken, and the 't Hooft triangles are saturated by massless composite baryons. In view of our previous remarks on the Fradkin-Shenker continuity the solution of [3, 4] in the χη case is physically indistinguishable from ours since this model belongs to the joint confinement/Higgs phase with no phase transition between the two regimes. (See a reservation in the ψη case in Sec. 5.)
Let us consider the SU(N) gauge theory with the chiral fermion sector
Compared to the ψχη model we dropped the field ψ and adjusted the number of η's (taken in the fundamental, rather than antifundamental representation of SU(N) c ) to keep the theory free of the gauge anomaly. The global symmetry of this model is SU(N − 4) f × U(1). The latter U(1) is an anomaly-free linear combination of two U(1) symmetries of the fermion sector. The second U(1) is anomalous. The χη model is known to be asymptotically free (AF), with the first coefficient of the beta function
The theory becomes strongly coupled in the infrared. Having no adjoint complex scalar order parameter bilinear in the fermion fields (as ψχ in the ψχη model considered earlier), we do not expect dynamical Abelianization to occur. Let us assume that the scalar
The SU (5) model with one quintet and one 10 was used for Grand Unification.
acquires a color-flavor locked diagonal VEV, 6 as in (10),
Then the gauge and global symmetry breaking pattern is
where SU(N − 4) cf is a color-flavor diagonal symmetry, and U(1) ′ is a linear combination of the anomaly-free global U(1) and a U(1) subgroup of SU(N) c , namely,
The ranks of the gauge groups in both sides of Eq. (35) match. The SU(4) c factor on the right-hand side of (35) confines.
The broken gauge fields of
become all massive by the standard Higgs mechanism; the gauge bosons belonging to SU(N − 4) c ⊂ SU(N) c remain degenerate, reflecting the color-flavor locked global SU(N − 4) cf symmetry. There are no massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons. The massless baryons similar to (16) take the form 
This exactly matches the ultraviolet anomaly in the corresponding flavor symmetry triangle in the χη model, which reduces to N from the original quarksη i A which belong to the fundamental representation of the UV gauge symmetry.
This system was studied earlier [3, 4] , in particular by Appelquist, Duan and Sannino [3] , where the massless baryonsB {AB} were shown to saturate the triangles with respect to the full unbroken global symmetries SU(N − 4) f × U(1). (This was pointed out to us also by E. Poppitz). In the above publications the possibility c = 0 in Eq. (34) was also analyzed, and the anomaly matching condition with respect to
′ was shown to be satisfied by the same set of fermionsB {AB} . The agreement between the two distinct descriptions is just another demonstration of the Fradkin-Shenker continuity.
ψη model
Consider another reduction of the ψχη model. Namely, we drop the field χ and adjust the number of η's to keep the theory free of the gauge anomaly. For the SU(N) gauge group the fermion sector is
The symmetry of this model is
where U (1) is an anomaly free-combination of U(1) ψ and U(1) η . This model is asymptotically free as the first coefficient of the β function is
The theory is strongly coupled in the infrared. Again, we do not have a dynamical bifermion scalar operator in the adjoint representation of the gauge group. As previously (see (33)), we assume that the condensate of Φ j B develops,
Then the symmetry breaking pattern takes the form
The non-anomalous U(1), a linear combination of U(1) ψ and U(1) η is spontaneously broken by the condensate (42), but a linear combination with a U(1) subgroup of
which we call U(1) ′ , remains unbroken. There are (N + 4)
physical massless NG bosons in this system. SU(N) c gauge bosons become all massive by the Higgs mechanism, maintaining their mass degeneracy due to the colorflavor locking.
Since we have SU(N) cf and SU(4) f as unbroken global symmetries all NG bosons must belong to certain representations of the above groups. It is easy to see that there two bi-fundamental bosons with regards to SU(N) cf ×SU (4) 
The SU(4) 3 f triangle is saturated byB AB alone which produces the coefficient N. This model was also analyzed in [3, 4] , where massless composite baryons corresponding to the interpolating operators ψ ij η There is a drastic distinction in the application of the Fradkin-Shenker continuity in these two cases, however. Indeed, in the χη model the hadron spectrum is smooth in the sense that there is no phase transition between the "Higgs regime" and "confining regime". In the ψη model the situation is different. The saturation of the 't Hooft triangles does not distinguish between the two regimes. The spectrum analysis does! In the first case (the Higgs phase) we have the NG bosons in the spectrum, while in the second (confining) case no massless bosons appear. Thus, there is a phase transition. At the moment, we do not know to which side the ψη model belongs.
We conclude by noting that the Fradkin-Shenker continuity fails if the flavor chiral symmetry has a larger rank than the gauge symmetry (assuming that that all matter fields are in the fundamental representation of the both groups).
Extended ψχη models
In the examples below the number of the fields η in the fundamental representation of the gauge group is established from the condition of the absence of the gauge anomalies.
Let us start from the SU(N) gauge model with the chiral fermion sector
The symmetries of the theory are
The first coefficient of the β function is 
The triangle anomalies to be matched are SU(12 + N) 
can be dealt with exactly in the same way as above.
Additional support from the Maximal Attractive Channel (MAC) argument
A general idea that color-nonsinglet bifermion condensates may form and induce the dynamical gauge symmetry breaking was proposed long ago in Raby et. al. [2] basing on the so-called MAC argument. Even though we do not rely on the MAC criterion to decide what happens in our chiral models, and do not follow the rules proposed in [2] , it is nonetheless suggestive to compare the strength of one-gluon exchange force in various bifermion scalar channels, formed by two out of the three types of fermions, ψ, χ and η. Some of the most probable channels are 
respectively. We note that theφ (ψχ) and φ (ψη) condensates considered by us (cases E and F, respectively) correspond precisely to the two most attractive channels, at large N: their attraction strength scales as O(N) in contrast to the other four channels which scale as O(1).
